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Social media and social norming

✤ Social norming works to show that the desirable 
behaviors in a community are those exhibited by most 
community members.

✤ With vaccine hesitancy, social norming shows that 
immunizing is a community norm.

✤ Social media can be a vehicle of social norming.



Is vaccinating the norm?

✤ In almost all communities,  
the majority of parents  
vaccinate their children.

✤ Less than 1% of children 
are completely unvaccinated.

Adapted from Kevin Schaul, “A quick puzzle to tell whether 
you know what people are thinking.” Washington Post.



How the Norm is Misperceived

People networks change what people perceive as a social norm.



People networks influence vaccine 
choices

✤ “[T]he most predictive of parents’ vaccination decision 
was the percentage of their people network 
recommending non-conformity” to the CDC 
recommended schedule.

The Impact of Social Networks on Parents’ Vaccination Decision.
       Emily K. Brunson
       Pediatrics peds.2012-2452; published ahead of print April 15, 2013,
       doi:10.1542/peds.2012-2452



How influential are social networks?

87%

13%

Parents vaccinating 
on-schedule

28%

72%

Recommending non-conformity
Recommending conformity

Parents not conforming 
to CDC schedule



Who are non-confirming parents?

Parents of purposely unvaccinated children are 
wealthy, white, and educated

Jennifer Reich, 
     “Neoliberal Mothering and Vaccine Refusal.” 

Gender and Society.



Your target audience is on social 
media



General social media rules for you

✤ Be human and personal

✤ Set boundaries for yourself

✤ Respect patient privacy

✤ Maintain professional decorum



Choosing a social media platform

Social media platforms with highest engagement



Demographics of platforms



Facebook structure

✤ Personal profiles

✤ Public pages

✤ Groups (open, closed, secret)



Glossy graphics on Facebook



Vaccine myths are contagious



The CDC is hiding data!  
A Facebook tale



Frightening stories get shared



Mommy bloggers become infectious 
disease experts



Anti-vaccine and staking moral high 
ground



Parents visit public pages for 
answers about vaccines



Providers can have vaccine 
conversations online



Sometimes the conversations 
happen in gated groups



Parents seek advice in groups



Your public Facebook page



Facebook pages get organic reach



Tailor your reach



We live by rules



Your Facebook group

✤ Consider giving parents a 
more private space to get 
information.

✤ Collaborate with other 
agencies/providers to 
moderate a group.



Twitter: blasting out quick info



Hashtags are your friends

✤ Create a local hashtag so 
you can collaborate on 
immunization 
information in your area.



Parents chance upon vaccine 
misinformation less via Twitter

✤ But hashtags are used 
to forward agendas.



Get information out: Twitter Chat

✤ Set a date/time (usually an hour)

✤ Invite experts, media, bloggers, parents

✤ Choose a hashtag

✤ Choose Topics

✤ Go!



Twitter Chat



Use social media to create social 
norming

✤ Encourage good information

✤ Emphasize that vaccinating your child is the 
community norm and a local value. (Most parents 
vaccinate on time!)

✤ Create shareable content that allows parents to start 
their own conversations.



This is social norming



Remember

✤ Your social media presence should have a personality. 
People will trust you when they feel like they know 
you.



Follow VFV!

✤ facebook.com/VoicesForVaccines

✤ twitter: @Voices4Vaccines

✤ Email me with questions: info@voicesforvaccines.org

http://facebook.com/VoicesFor
mailto:info@voicesforvaccines.org

